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States Government, I had on certain occasions in the past conveyed
to the Minister for Foreign Affairs the substance of the conversations
in Washington which were reported me directly from the Secretary
of State. I then gave Mr. Togo a paraphrase of the Department's
telegram ^ reporting the Under Secretary's conversation with Mr.
Wakasugi on October 24.
I told Mr. Togo that, as it was of course impossible for the Foreign
Minister personally to read all the correspondence directed by the
American Embassy to the Foreign Office, I had followed the
practice of bringing separate letters of special importance to the
direct attention of Admiral Toyoda, with the latter's approval. Mr.
Togo approved of my continuing the same practice with him, and
the interview ended.
As I was leaving, Mr. Kase told me that he had been designated
Chief of the First Section of the American Bureau of the Ministry
of Foreign Affairs and that he would be happy to serve as a direct
avenue of communication between the Foreign Minister and myself
whenever I might desire. In thanking Mr. Kase I recalled our former
pleasant association and told him I was glad once again to find him
in the role of interpreter during my conversations with the Foreign
Minister.
THE AMBASSADOR IN JAPAN REPORTS TO THE
SECRETARY OF STATE
(Substance)
(Paraphrase of original text prepared by the Department of State)
Tokyo, November 3, 1941
The Ambassador reports for Secretary Hull and Under Secretary-
Welles as follows :
He cites a leading article from the Tokyo Nichi Nichi of November i
(reported in telegram No. 1729 of that date), adding that a banner
headEne declaring "Empire Approaches Its Greatest Crisis" intro-
duced a dispatch from New York with a summary of a statement
the Japanese Embassy reportedly gave to the New York Times regard-
ing the need of ending the United States-Japanese economic war.
Both the article and the Nichi Nichi editorial are believed to be close
reflections of Japanese sentiments at present.
The Ambassador refers to his various telegraphic reports during
several months past analysing the factors affecting policy in Japan,
and says he has nothing to add thereto nor any substantial revision
to make thereof. In his opinion, a conclusive estimate may^be had
of Japan's position through the application to the existing situation
and the immediate future of the following points :
(a) It is not possible for Japan to dissociate either Japan or the
conflict with China; from the war. in Europe, tand its fluctuations.

